ABSTRACT
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The differential track length dL/dE(E) is defined as that function of energy E which, when multiplied by an increment in energy AE, gives the incremental track length AL of all particles of a given type whose energy is in the interval (E, E + AE).
In computing the differential track length in this context, an integration over the entire volume of the medium and over all shower generations is implied, and electrons and positrons are treated alike as a single kind of particle.
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which are constants for each material ( is used unchanged in our procedure.
The photon differential track length is based on an integration of dLe/dE from the photon energy in question k -6-to the maximum electron energy of the showerEO:
The integral of Eq. (3) is multiplied by the factor xP/XO to account for the fact that the photon relaxation length X is P controlled by the pair-production cross section u P at high energies (X -' = NOp up/A) , P and is somewhat greater than the radiation length (Xp/XO=9/7: see Table 1 ). show a rise near the maximum energy (E = Eo) to a value dlle /aE = x0 / Eg (**) (b) The minimum of each distribution .
A helpful explanation of this rise is given by Zerby and Horan (Z&2). 
This means that eO has less effect as co/E0 becomes small. 
We may conveniently define tSshoufderg* as the point of each sigmoid where the smallest (most negative) second = -derivative occurs.
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curve if the incident electron energy is about twice the energy kg of the giant-resonance peak for the material.
For higher-Z materials (2 7 47), the 9ashoulder1a corresponds to about 75% of the saturation value (Cf. EO = 500, 1000
HeV, Table 2 ). In lighter materials (Z '? 30) for which cO is comparable to, or larger than kg e a qtshoulder" is less easily distinguished and occurs at a smaller fraction (-50%) of saturation.
These calculations are extended to EO = 100 ?leV in Fig.   9 , which confirms that the neutron yield per unit bean power -13-approaches a plateau with only modest slope if E. is more than about twice the energy of the giant-resonance peak.
Yields-calculated for 500 and 1000 MeV (Table 2) Apart from uranium, the high-z (Al66) and for Cu at 50 and 100 MeV (Ze62, Ga69a). 
for electron beams totally absorbed at high energies.(***) 
